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To Remove Old Glass: push inward from the outside, starting on one corner, when rubber
starts peeling off cab work your way around until glass is out.  Keep in mind the rubber may
no long sparate from the cab due to age and may need cut out.

To Install: 

Clean everything.

Work the rubber onto the glass, glass goes in groove (A) stretch a little in the corners smooth
a little along straight edges.

Run a piece of chalk line or cord inside the cab groove (B), leave plenty of cord to get ahold
of and run ends past each other about 6 inches.

Use a little liquid soap around the groove.

Hold the glass against the cab from INSIDE of the cab.

Pull the cord from OUTSIDE the cab, this takes 2 people, as the cord pulls the rubber lip over
the cab flange push the glass firmly (takes a good thump) against the opening so it will seat
properly.  If you ordered the glass from us it is tempered, tempered glass is stronger & will
take a firm thumping to set in place.

Clean the soap off 

Then make up some soapy water or good no amonia windex.

Take the Butel sealer, (our #3126) or good rubber cement, stick the point up under the rubber
and run a bead all around, spray glass heavy and run razor blade and cloth around cleaning
up Butel.  Do this a couple times making a nice clean seal and line around glass.

The corners may take a little time to lay down, especially if its cold.

BIG BACK WINDOW INSTALLS FROM OUTSIDE LIKE A WINDSHIELD, 
SEE INST 3100 WINDSHIELD INSTALLATION

Rubber looks a little like this

1..The rubber the same all around there are no corners

2..The Glass is larger than the opening

3..The glass is installed on INSIDE of the truck

4..You are pulling the rope from OUTSIDE of truck

5..The larger part of rubber (D) goes INSIDE the truck

6..The smaller part of rubber (C) goes OUTSIDE the truck

7...If you install it backwards, then call us and tell us there is something
wrong with the rubber or that the glass is too big for the hole.......
well then:::
We know you did not read these directions, and you owe us a buck, 
if you are a professional glass installer, you owe us 2 bucks.

(A) Glass groove

(B) Cab groove

(C) Lip outside

cab

(D) Lip 

inside cab
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